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« Si tous les ports du monde » : the next shift is preparing
Yesterday, the network held its GA in Rennes before coming to Saint-Malo
for « La Route du Rhum » His founder, Loïc Frémont, will step down.
20 years of economic and cultural exchanges

For 20 years, the network gathered maritime cities in Europe and even beyond, with the aim of
stimulate cultural and economic exchanges. Created in the first place with Spain, Ireland, Scotland
and Italy, the network is born in Saint-Malo and increased over the years. Nowadays, there are
around 10 countries members including Japan and India, the last ones included into the crew.

Towards a helm change

During GA held Wednesday morning in Rennes, at the convent of Jacobins, we really felt that the
ship was changing course. Loïc Frémont, Founder and Executive Vice-President, is thinking of giving
the helm.
The former actor at the head of Theaters in Saint-Malo for thirty years, reminded all members of the
progress made and the need to ensure succession.
« I do not give up the ship », he wants to clarify
« I want to guide the network during a few years, the time of the transition »
In the room, the members gave Loïc their regards, the one who has incarnated « Si tous les ports du
monde » for so many years. And want to continue the exchanges.

A new governance with several?

« This organization that Loïc created with his strand of madness must keep on », says the
representative of Gaspésie, in Quebec. The spokesperson of Japan claims "a second Loïc" to take
over. A committee bringing together all generations will be created « in order to reflect on the new
governance, perhaps collegial," says Georges Coudray, network’s President. He will have five months
to display his proposals, before a new general assembly scheduled for March 2019.

